Abstract—The article studies a case of project-based learning in Northern Arctic Federal University, Russia. A group of master students studying Chinese was given a task to develop a topical research project in the field of higher education that would be useful for their professional development. The students choice of the project area was internationalization, namely students academic mobility. The interest was determined by increasing mutual interest of Russia and China in interaction in economic, political and cultural fields. The main aim of the project was to establish contacts with Chinese universities in order to organize programmes of academic mobility for students. The participants studied the educational system of China and selected thirty universities which they wanted to build relationships with. More than fifty letters of academic correspondence were written in the course of project work. The outcomes of students collaboration have been analysed by the project supervisors in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Project-based learning, development and implementation of educational as well as research projects have acquired a considerable importance in the international educational space, in scientific and educational practices of various specializations and levels. Numerous scientific reports and research articles suggest evidence of extensive use of the project method for a wide range of undergraduate and graduate educational programmes in all training directions of higher education — social, humanitarian, science, engineering and technical [1-3]. Implemented projects are interdisciplinary [4, 5] and often international [6, 7]. This fact is explained by the growing motivation of teachers and students from different countries to take part in global international academic mobility and to cooperate with scholars in relevant scientific research of various professional and academic background. The project method is known for its high potential in building students' general cultural, professional and research competences, and therefore has won a special status in the realization of all disciplines of the curriculum [8, 9]. In this relation, it is also worth noticing that according to the international demands for curriculum design, the conceptual idea of ongoing project-based learning of master students is vastly developed [10].

In this article, the authors would like to share their experience of the case of project-based learning, which took place at North (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, the Russian Federation, within master programme «Professional Communication in the Eurasian Context». To accumulate knowledge of project method use in university settings, the authors have analyzed the following questions:

1. How is project-based learning used for master students?
2. Which of the achievements of global education in the area of project-based learning should be continued in NARFU’s master programmes?
3. What are the most efficient ways of project development, implementation and evaluation within master programmes?

The three mentioned-above issues have made the basis for this research. To reach the aim of the present study, a whole number of specific points addressed in international academic publications have been investigated. Among them there are problems of project management, types of projects, approaches to project work, stages of project implementation, evaluation of cooperative project work, students' competence development within project-based learning, knowledge transfer in project-based learning and other features of project method use in the educational space [1-14]. The hermeneutical analysis of academic literature on the topic, critical reflection on shared professional experience of the authors as well as their professional discussions on the related issues of project-based learning have resulted in:

1. theoretical analysis of scientific literature sources on project-based learning;
2. development and organisation of authors' professional conceptual ideas in the area of project-based learning/teaching of master students;
3. analysis of practical results of master students' cooperative project work within the curriculum.

The authors’ research incorporates the features of Northern territories of the Russian Federation, which are a factor always taken into consideration during the design of master programmes of NARFU. This factor means that NARFU’s...
master students are prepared to implement massive complex and demanding cross-cultural international projects in their future professional lives. NARFU’s master programmes focus on active project-based learning, which enables formation of professional skills demanded in the Arctic zone, i.e. key general cultural and professional competences, enlisted in the modernised Federal state educational standards and NARFU’s Development Programme [17, 18].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Project-based learning has been defined in many international academic publications which has resulted in the relevant abbreviation PBL [5]. The data on PBL phenomenon represented in present-day scientific sources give evidence of the fact that project-based approach to education is being developed actively in the contemporary educational space [2, 6, 7]. New methodology, set of conceptual ideas, content, organisation, techniques and forms of project work, the trajectory of movement towards expected results of the project, evaluation methods, etc. are all subjects of vivid scholarly discussions and critical scientific investigation [19, 20]. Growing interest towards project work among university students of various academic fields and levels can be acknowledged [see 1-20]. The authors have analysed more than 50 research publications and summarized the main directions of the international academic research on project-based learning in higher education. They are the following:

1. methodology of project work in education,
2. types of projects and methods of project work,
3. project-based learning in virtual space and e-learning,
4. project work organisation (stages, content and techniques of project implementation),
5. key and professional competences formation,
6. transfer of knowledge acquired in the process of project-based learning into professional activities,
7. ensuring innovative attractiveness of project-based learning,
8. search of unique work methods and successful presentations techniques of project work results,
9. evaluation methods of project work, etc.

Taking into account the data of the analysed academic publications, the authors selected the following educational goals for the case of project-based learning described later in this article:

building marketable professional competences;
- fostering construction of the learner’s trajectory from the aim of the project to its results;
- enhancing innovative attractiveness of project work for the students;
- ensuring clear and effective feedback and evaluation of the project work;

promotion of knowledge transfer and further development of the project for professional purposes.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Project-based learning is a common feature of NARFU’s master programme «Professional Communication in Eurasian Context». It is one of the core teaching methods during all the four academic semesters and is used in the course of laboratory classes, professional training periods and in the process of master thesis preparation. Thus project work is performed in three directions of students’ studies:

1. for field-related educational purposes and as a method of knowledge transfer and building professional competences during academic semesters;
2. in professional training periods to design real-life models of future work-related situations;
3. for research purposes through the whole period of master studies (master thesis preparation).

This paper is focused on the students’ collaborative project named «Student Academic Mobility». The project work was offered to a group of 15 students as a a part of the module «English for Professional Communication» during the first semester of their master studies. Initially students had a task to design a real-life group project which deals with a problematic situation in the field of their academic research and/ or profession (Linguistics). Students were explained that the task they received was an open one. The last point was essential as the teachers’ aim was to see how well the students can plan their professional development and see their future. They were to choose from the range of problems interesting for all members of the project team. A sample algorithm of collaborative work was suggested:

4. Choose the specific issue you would like to develop.
5. Discuss the participants’ suggestions, listening to voices.
6. Choose the leader of the project group.
7. Develop a plan of actions and come up with parts of the future project.
8. Work out a timetable with deadlines and points of meetings.
9. Work at each part of the project one by one, discussing them and drafting the report of the project.
10. Develop the project, make changes and additions according to the resolutions taken by all members of the project group.
11. Make a ppt presentation of the project.
12. Edit the final version of the project report.
13. Discuss the work you have done and feelings you experienced in the process of your work. Make conclusions and share ideas for future research and collaboration.

There was also a list of conditions to follow in the course of the project work, which ran as follows:
The statement and results of the project have to correspond to administrative documents and norms, as well as theoretical postulates of the modern researchers in the area. References following the standard of NARFU are to be presented.

Results of the project have to be of practical, theoretical and educational importance for the project group and the university in general. In the course of project work, research methods are to be applied. Critical thinking and inquiry method are vital for analysis.

Content of the project is to follow a strict structure; each part of the plan having its own results, that are presented in the report.

Each group member's participation is essential. Listening to voices and tolerance are part and parcel of the project work. Work loads are to be distributed among group members. Project leadership belongs to the member of the group, chosen on agreement between all group members.

Evaluation criteria of the project work were also announced. They included those related to the quality of research work and those that measured the level of group collaboration:

- well-formulated goal and objectives, grounded research methodology;
- full presentation of the chosen issue;
- multi-faceted discussion of the data;
- high-quality analysis;
- balanced, well-grounded and meaningful conclusions, which correspond to the objectives of the project;
- up-to-date literature and bibliography referencing;
- layout of the report and ppt presentation;
- level of independent thinking and work fulfillment.

Team work assessment criteria presented to the students included:

- novelty and relevance of ideas and suggestions;
- leadership and group organization;
- collection and analysis of data;
- report preparation;
- presentation preparation.

Experimental project work was divided into three stages: 1) the preparatory stage, 2) the main stage, and 3) the concluding stage. The first stage involved a lot of discussions which aimed at the discovery of students' personal and professional interests, their module expectations, areas of particular urgency in terms of social, economic and cultural situation in the contemporary education and labour market. They were followed by disputes aimed at planning of the future project. Project's content and structure, forms of team work were negotiated and resources were allocated. The second stage was devoted to the realisation of the designed project. The third stage implied the presentation of project's results. It also included evaluation of the project work on the part of both the students and two supervisors of the group work (authors of the present article).

IV. GROUP PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Master programme «Professional Communication in Eurasian Context» among other aspects accommodates studying of the Chinese language for professional purposes, which is one of the main assets of the programme. Many applicants admit that acquisition of Chinese makes the programme attractive for them. They also confess that travelling to China for personal and professional purposes is among their priorities. These factors defined the choice of the research field by the students. Academic mobility among students was selected as the topic of the collaborative project. The main object of the project work was described as a constant development of actions aimed at durable partnership with Chinese universities. The process of building relationships with Chinese universities with its singularity and difficulties was considered a subject of the project work.

The students' interest to the project was determined by increasing mutual interest of Russia and China to interact in economic, political and cultural fields. Success of the educational programme "Professional Communication in Eurasian Context” in the field of "Linguistics" of the Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V. Lomonosov depends on the ability of students, lecturers and professors to gain experience by interacting with native speakers. It would be a benefit for both sides to provide the opportunity for Russian students and lecturers to have internship in a Chinese university to improve their skills of teaching Chinese language and to create conditions for the Russian language teaching in China. The promotion of the students and lecturers’ exchange would help them to attend language courses and summer schools. High-level professional communication experience, intensive language training, acquaintance with partner country culture and customs were conceived as the advantages of such interactions and the project itself. The opportunity to obtain a double diploma of education as a result of studies at the Chinese and Russian Universities was also a desired goal.

The main aim of the project was set to establish contacts with Chinese universities in order to organize programmes of academic mobility for students. To achieve this, a number of tasks were planned to accomplish:

1. to collect information about Chinese universities, focusing at the university departments of Linguistics and programmes connected with learning Russian as a foreign language;

2. to compose a letter of proposal both in Chinese and English containing description of the programme and suggestion of professional relationship;

3. to send the letter via email to a wide variety of Chinese universities;
4. to process the expected responses and develop the perspective of possible contacts.

The expected outcomes of successful project work were the formation of the following competences:

- communicative competence (well-developed language skills, the ability to take part in oral and written communication),
- professional competence (ability to analyse information in a foreign language, ability to work in a team of professionals, creative fulfilment),
- another outcome was internationalisation of NARFU master students’ education (academic mobility, professional cross-cultural communication development, transfer of knowledge into other fields of activities, e.g. international projects).

The outcomes were measured and compared according to a three-level scale: low (less than 50%), medium (50 – 80%) and high (more than 80%). Each indicator was added up and the arithmetic average result was calculated.

The project work continued during the whole semester within the curriculum of the academic module “English for Professional Communication”. The curriculum included 86 practical hours and 238 hours of independent students’ work and equalled 10 ECTS. In the academic programme, the module is a compulsory one. Mostly the studies in the module are conducted in a traditional mode (60 academic hours of practical work). The rest of the workload (26 academic hours of practical work and 100 hours of independent work) is fulfilled online. Students and supervisors of the project work met each other for face-to-face sessions of English weekly. Project work was conducted online unless students expressed their willingness to discuss issues related to the project in class. In that case supervisors welcomed dialogue and fostered exchange of ideas, guided debates and provided consultations.

Online work was carried out on the platform of learning management system (LMS) Sakai, which is an official LMS of NARFU. Students have had a rich experience of online learning with the help of Sakai platform and can efficiently use its communication features like chat room, forum and text exchange. These were the main communication instruments through which project work was implemented. Students also used Google Docs and Google Disc applications for writing, editing and exchange of text files.

V. RESEARCH RESULTS

1. Professional development and career

Student academic mobility is normally provided with the help of educational funds, state organisations interested in innovations, business companies, etc. As a rule, students are given information about academic mobility programmes by their teachers or they may find information on NARFU site. However, nowadays grants are mostly offered to those students who study science, biology, physics, engineering, information technologies, etc. Humanitarian fields of research, e.g. linguistics, are not so often funded by the state and profit organisations. Besides, requirements to grant applicants are so demanding, that very few students find capacities to meet them. That is why the students’ choice of topic for the group project caused deep satisfaction among the supervisors. It showed that students realised the importance of internationalisation in the area of education and expressed readiness to work at their own academic mobility. Besides, they were aware of the fact that to become successful professionals and acknowledged researchers they had to receive a wide range of knowledge in their academic field. As Chinese was a core subject in their curriculum, they knew they were to have a good command of the language. Natural environment and authentic communication are vital for language acquisition. Overall, students’ analysis of the opportunities, factors of success, demands of the labour market in their professional field turned out to be reasonable and well-grounded.

2. Project work organisation and project management

From the start of the project work, a hands-off approach was adopted. Students were given freedom in their decisions and actions. At the same time, continuous feedback and teachers’ support were offered. During the preparatory stage of the project work, many questions were asked by the students. The inquiries were of organisational nature and related to the essence of the research, e.g., Should the project work be discuss face-to-face or via electronic means of communication? Should human imagination be used or real numbers should be taken from the available sources? What would be the outcome of this project? How long should the report be? However, gradually questions became more specific and showed that the preparatory stage passed successfully. The students came to agreement with regard to the aim, scope and expected results of their project.

In the process of project work students expressed concerns about some participants’ input into the research activities, because quite early it became clear that not all students were willing to put their efforts into project tasks. In fact, 20% of the participants preferred to remain disinterested and passive. On the other hand, five students (35% approximately) stood out for their leadership and research activities. The rest of the students fulfilled the tasks they were allocated with at a fairly good level. Students examined Internet sources which contained information on education in China, including university sites. As a result, web resources of 30 Chinese universities were investigated and systematised. Educational models and opportunities for internationalisation were viewed from the perspective of five main characteristics of modern universities: general information, location, international programmes and modes of studies, scholarships for international students, availability of contact details. It turned out that some of the universities did not provide information in English and the students had to apply for help of a Chinese teacher, a member of NARFU’s professor staff. More than 50 letters of academic correspondence were written at that period. During the main stage of the project, students made some discoveries relating to the national features of education in China and those characteristics of Chinese education which they found in common with Russian education. They also showed deep satisfaction with their job when letters they sent to the Chinese universities received answers. Mostly, the
Feedback was positive. Chinese universities shared information on summer schools and opportunities of education for international students. By the end of the project period students had some prospective opportunities of academic mobility. Three of the chosen universities encouraged the project participants to engage in their international projects or come with academic visits and offered opportunities for residence and studies. There were also letters which did not receive any feedback.

The concluding stage revealed problematic areas of communication among students. Some of the participants caused deep disapproval of the project team because of their lack of determination and academic diligence. Students also needed encouragement and support, since energy levels and personal motivation were noticeably lower than at the beginning of the project, which manifested in late responses to the supervisors' letters inquiring about the project's progress. Nevertheless, closer to the project's deadline a written report draft was prepared and sent for the teacher's approval. After editing, the report was typed on 80 pages and contained all the information relating to the project, including students' evaluation of the project work. They assessed their group collaborations as «interesting», «fascinating», «absorbing» and «innovative». They also agreed on a lack of knowledge of the Chinese language and showed high motivation in Chinese studies. Students also expressed their wish to travel to China, even if at their own expenses.

3. Academic outcomes and education internationalisation

The survey offered to the students at the end of their project work, project report, students' presentation of the project results, as well as the concluding discussion with the project supervisors and students showed the following results:

- Communicative and language competence grew from A2 to B1 level (60% of the students)/ B2 to C1 (40% of the students).
- Quality of creative work in the experimental group grew by 60%.
- Student mobility/ education internationalisation boosted by 80% in the target group.

4. Students' empowerment and confidence growth

Academic mobility, according to the results of the survey held during the concluding stage of project work, had always caused uneasiness and concern among students (95% of the student group). Knowing that academic mobility is an important factor of academic success, students put it in the list of their priorities (80% of the student group). However, they did not see any accessible instruments to take part in the programmes of academic exchange or in international academic projects. The reason for the lack of opportunities to enroll into academic exchange programmes was primarily connected with the fact that there is little information on exchange programmes with Chinese universities. The other significant factor is that student exchange programmes usually require co-financing, and personal financial input is a prerequisite. To add to this list, one also needs to notice that at NARFU, there are no well-established traditions of academic communication with eastern universities.

Fig. 1. Students’ language proficiency level on completion of the experiment

Fig. 2. The quality of students’ creative works on completion of the experiment

Fig. 3. 80%-growth of internationalisation (students’ mobility, participation in international projects and knowledge-transfer to the other international projects)

An outstanding result of the project was revealed when the authors got the answers to the questions of the survey which were meant to measure students' readiness for further international collaboration and feelings of self-confidence in relation to the capacities for internationalisation of their education. These were questions:
• Have you ever taken part in any other international projects at NARFU or other educational establishments?
• What feelings did you have in relevance to the project in the beginning of the semester/ before the group started developing the project?
• What were your expectations in terms of the project's outcomes?
  • Did the outcomes of the project work coincide with your expectations of them?
  • What part of your project work turned out to be the most appealing for you?
  • What part of your project work turned out to be the most challenging for you?
• Has your attitude towards international projects altered in the course of your work? Please, explain, how.
• Would you like to take part in any other international projects? Which?
  • How are you going to develop your education internationalisation? Please, describe the possible steps in this direction.
• What initiatives would you suggest to NARFU relating to student academic mobility and education internationalisation?

Students' answers showed that only a small part of the project participants had taken part in international educational activities before. The whole idea of academic internationalisation had been vague for them. They were not confident of what they could have done to increase the level of engagement in international academic activities. Moreover, when the students started the project work, most of them (82 %) did not have any anticipations at all. The initial stage of the project was generally facilitated by the project supervisors. What was clear and apprehensible was such instrumental activities as search for information in the world wide web and writing letters to Chinese universities. These were also the procedures that the students enjoyed more. They also explained that the most positive part of the project happened closer to the end of it. That was the period when they started getting responses from prospective partners. One can deduce that positive results the students achieved in the course of studies inspired them to continue the task that had not been obvious nor comprehensible enough for them. They did cope with the tasks which they had done before (information search, academic correspondence writing). At the same time, one could see that the logic of project work had not been visible for the majority of the participants. The mechanisms and perspectives of academic internationalisation had been equally dim. That is why the development of the project's structure and prediction of work consequences had turned out to be such a demanding assignment. Active approach and real-life experience have been the main pedagogical methods to improve the situation. The respondents of the survey showed their willingness to proceed with international work in the area of education. They admit that when the results of their project work had become tangible, they grew more motivated in terms of such activities. Among students' plans, there are grant applications, volunteering activities and publishing in international journals. They also suggest that NARFU would 1) organise international summer schools in collaboration with local students; 2) promote students' publishing and help them to become successful at it; 3) collaborate with eastern universities as purposefully as with western universities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To sum it up, the results of the students' project work have revealed huge potential of this kind of academic work with master students. The effectiveness of general cultural and professional competences formation has shown a serious improvement (more than 40%). Education internationalisation has been actualized by 80% participation of the students in the university international activities, chiefly in the project implementation. Knowledge received by the students in the course of the project-related activities is transferrable and can be applied to other international collaborative projects.

Project implementation has disclosed the following perspectives of the future international collaboration in the following areas:
1. collaborative work of the project participants with the Department of International Affairs of NARFU regarding the establishment of solid contacts and successful communication with Chinese universities’ Departments of International Affairs;
2. invitation of Chinese universities to participate in NARFU events arranged for foreign students and teachers (e.g. Summer and Winter Schools, Student Exchange Programme);
3. participation of NArFU students in international programmes suggested by universities of China, during the course of which they can learn Chinese and culture, visit famous sights and cities of China and make contacts;
4. providing opportunities for Chinese students to learn about history and culture of the Russian North, Arctic and Russia on the whole and to visit historical places.
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